161 percent, futures 63 percent), according to

As of Oct. 31, with a total of 1.162 million

exchange officials. To put this in perspective,

accounts opened, 99.45 percent were opened

U.S. options volume grew 38 percent for the

by retail investors, though growth has leveled

same period. HKEx’s most active products are

off since 2004—which is one reason TAIFEX

stock options, stock index futures and stock

officials are looking abroad for new business.

index options.

Picking up the slack, institutional accounts

The most actively traded contracts include

have steadily increased in trading size to gain

Hang Seng Index (HSI) futures and options,

the upper hand in market share, most recently

mini-HSI futures, H shares Index futures

tallied at 63 percent institutional and 37 per-

and options. H shares are shares of main-

cent retail.

land China companies listed on the HKEx.

Leading institutions at TAIFEX include

The Hong Kong Exchange offers options on

familiar names such as Merrill Lynch Futures,

H-share stocks, including China Life, Indus-

Citigroup, UBS and J.P. Morgan. Expect that

trial and Commercial Bank of China, Bank of

number to grow.

China, and PetroChina.
What’s on the horizon? Possibly a mini-H

CME Group Links with Seoul

shares Index futures contract to provide an

U.S. exchanges are joining hands with their

efficient trading and hedging tool for retail

foreign counterparts to widen access to Asian

investors. Market demand is there: HKEx

markets for U.S. futures traders.

officials note the size of the H shares Index

CME recently added KOSPI 200 futures from

futures contract is several times its original

the Korea Exchange to their Globex platform.

size as a result of the sharp increase in the

The KOSPI 200 contract trades from 2 a.m. to

index’s level during the past few years. The

3 p.m. Central time, which is 5 p.m. to 6 a.m.

contract multiplier for H shares Index futures

Seoul time.

is $50, and the index level at rollout was about

CME Group Executive Chairman Terry

4,000. So it began as a $200,000 contract, but

Duffy called it an “important part of our con-

today its level is approximately 16,900 for an

tinued global expansion.”

$845,000 value!

Broker’s Perspective: ‘Two-sided Affair’
Taiwan Up 112 percent Per Year

The futures world is moving—and moving

The Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX) was

quickly—to Asia says Steve M. Kelsey, CFA,

established in 1997, with its first futures con-

CMT, managing director, Interactive Brokers

tract traded in 1998 and its first options con-

LLC (IB), who spoke via telephone from his of-

tract traded in 2001. At the exchange, growth

fices in Hong Kong.

has been similarly heady: Between 2001 and
2006, the volume exploded 112 percent com-

showing increased interest in Asian futures,

pounded annually for all contracts traded,

particularly Nikkei and Hang Seng Index fu-

including stock index futures, stock index

tures,” he says. “And sometime soon, we will

options, stock options, interest rate futures and

see a new contract from China as well—the

metal futures (gold).

Chinese Shanghai Shenzhen 300 Index fu-

Not satisfied with this moonshot growth rate,
administrators at TAIFEX have launched a

 sfomag.com

“The more savvy U.S. traders are definitely

tures—which will increase interest further.”
Kelsey thinks that the launch of index

major push to attract more volume through for-

futures on the Shanghai Futures Exchange

eign participation. TAIFEX plans new products

will increase demand for equity index fu-

to further entice foreign business including

tures in the region. “While overseas inves-

currency, short-term interest rate, mini gold

tors will not be able to access this market

and volatility index futures. TAIFEX has also

immediately due to Chinese regulations,

lowered margins for day traders and has estab-

they can trade the Hang Seng China Enter-

lished a futures market maker system, along

prise Index futures (H share futures) listed

with a futures spread margining system.

in Hong Kong,” he says. This index tracks the

major Chinese companies that are listed on

[economies together]. As a result, there is more

HKEx.

capital, trading and volatility—very attractive

Kelsey continues, “Whereas U.S. markets used

attributes for traders in the USA. In addition,

to lead Asian markets, now it is a more two-sided

with the advent of electronic trading and the

affair and Asian markets often lead U.S. mar-

Internet, the world of trading has no boundar-

kets, so traders are positioning themselves via

ies. So access to the markets is fast, reliable

these contracts overnight before the U.S. session

and secure.”

opens. This is particularly evident after the

futures, his firm serves a number of active

so [traders] can react to the weekend news [more

traders in Asian futures. He expects this num-

quickly]. Globalization has indeed come to the

ber to grow dramatically as Asian markets (es-

futures markets for the U.S. retail trader.”

pecially Chinese) become freely accessible to

What caveats does the IB managing director
raise for new Asian futures traders based in
the USA?
“Just the typical ones,” he says. “Know your
exchange rules, holidays, hours of trading—

U.S. investors in the months and years ahead.
Most popular contracts originate, he says, at
the Singapore, Hong Kong, Korean and Japanese exchanges.
In addition to these major established mar-

that sort of thing. Every once in a while, we get

kets, traders are asking for and developments

a call from a trader ‘screaming murder’ about

are taking place to create new markets for

not being able to trade Hong Kong markets be-

India and, of course, China.

cause the ‘platform is down,’ when it turns out

Who makes a good candidate to trade Asian

Hong Kong is on holiday. There are some other

futures? “Traders who understand the correla-

local customs as well, for example, the ‘no bust’

tions between markets,” Trapani says. “Asian

rule at the Japanese exchanges for options. If

markets are really no different than any other

you make an error, back in the U.S. you can

market—in light of both profit potential and

sometimes break a trade, say if you [enter] 900

various risks, including political and currency.”

instead of 9. Not in Japan. So take extra precau-

Drawbacks? “The time-zone difference is

tion [and] review your trade carefully before

always an issue to consider,” he says. “Hong

you push ‘buy’ or ‘sell.’”

Kong, for example, is 14 hours ahead of the

Summarizing Asian futures for the retail
trader, Kelsey says, “In a word, growth. China’s
the place. Chinese investors and traders are

Central time zone, so it is a night-shift enterprise in the U.S.”
Concerning the future of Asian futures for

presently somewhat restricted, but their ranks

American retail traders, Trapani says “Over

will grow in time. And liquidity will explode.”

time, more and more Asian markets will be-

It takes time and effort to break into a new

come part of the global trading environment

environment, but Kelsey says for those who

for [those] traders seeking [to] access new

aspire to master global markets, Asia is the

opportunities, with availability any time of the

place to begin.

day or location.”

Faster growth, More
Attractive Opportunities

India: Stirring Slowly

President and CEO of newly formed Gateway

Association in Chicago during November, Patrick

Capital LLC (in Chicago). Matt Trapani was

J. Catania, head, international relations, National

traveling in China when he answered my ques-

Commodities and Derivatives Exchange (NC-

tions by e-mail.

DEX), said that the Mumbai exchange is pres-

For Americans interested in trading Asian
futures, he says, “I believe you need to first
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With some 10 percent of its business in Asian

weekend, as Asian markets generally open first

Speaking at a meeting of the Futures Industry

ently mired in a “regulatory quagmire.”
He cited as evidence the recent banning of

take a macro-economic view of Asia. To begin

wheat futures there because officials deemed

with, there are many emerging markets that

that trading these contracts “caused inflation.”

are growing much faster than most continents’

The situation went from bad to worse. Without

a pricing mechanism, farmers withheld their

scene, I doubt, should SFO revisit this theme in

product from the market, and prices climbed

five years, that will still be the case.

another 30 percent to 40 percent.
Nevertheless, when Indian officials come to

Although some analysts predict a Chinese
market crash before then (and perhaps just as

terms with the role of futures, Catania expects

quickly a recovery), by 2013 the Shenzhen 300

NCDEX to take its place among the leaders of

Stock Index may just be as widely quoted as the

emerging markets. His best guess: approxi-

Dow 30 or the S&P 500, at least on the world

mately three years from now.

scene, if not on CNBC’s American edition.

“Is it worth watching, waiting for?” he

And in 10 or so years? My guess is that

poses the rhetorical question. “With 300 mil-

Jimmy Rogers, who will then be a spry 75, will

lion affluent, middle-class Indians who save

have not yet come home to Gotham as fresh

31 percent of their annual income (compared

opportunities in Asia continue to abound.

to U.S. savers who recently were saving -1
percent of their annual incomes), indeed it is.
India will be a player. Be ready. The potential

John A. Sarkett created Option Wizard® software, Option-Wiz-

is vast.”

ard.com. He is the author of Extraordinary Comebacks: 201

Inspiring Stories of Courage, Triumph, and Success (2007),

Latest Developments

and is finishing Monthly Income Strategies with Options: Adjust-

The China Securities Regulatory Commission

ing Your Position to Earn Significant, Steady Yields.

(CSRC) in November approved two leading
futures brokers to purchase stakes in two Chinese brokerages: J.P. Morgan Broking (Hong
Kong) Limited put up $3.29 million for a 49
percent stake in China’s Zhongshan Futures,
and Calyon Financial Hong Kong Limited
laid out $5.64 million for a 42 percent share of
China’s CITIC Futures.
More such transactions will follow, but foreigners will not be permitted to own controlling shares, according to the CSRC.

No Comment
Nevertheless, perhaps one of the best indications of the sharpness of the cutting-edge of
Asian futures is the high number of brokerage
firms that turned down my request for comment. They cited a lack of capability or lack of
expertise as their reason.
Asian futures markets are still quite new. So
if you aren’t trading them, you haven’t missed
out by any means. And the meeting room at
FIA? Less than one-quarter full.
But the times, as Bob Dylan said, “they are
a changin’,” and with ever-increasing velocity. With one of the world’s premier new firms
choosing Hong Kong as its IPO debut location,
with a new Chinese stock index in the wings
ready to come on stage and be traded, and right
behind it the dam of Chinese (and Indian)
 sfomag.com

investor-traders ready to burst on the world
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